Web Platform

Perfect Video Streaming Even Through Internet Loss

Put an End to Buffering Wheels!
Resilient Streaming to Any Device

Living As One is excited to announce the Web Platform, a highly resilient system for online video
streaming that ensures reliable, high-quality video transmission regardless of internet connection
stability. Take advantage of stress-free, consistently high-quality streaming powered by Living As One!

“Throughout our testing, we’ve seen viewers watching on smart-TV’s, mobile phones,
and all sorts of devices. It’s pretty incredible how simple it is to reach everyone. We
get just one embed code, schedule each service, and it works automatically without us
having to touch anything.
LA1 has been so reliable for our Sunday live and sim-live messages that we are
confidently using it to stream back our youth sessions from the beach, so the parents can
see what their children are experiencing.”
– Daniel Poston, IT Director, Newspring Church

4k HDMI and SDI

Stream at up to 4k UHD
resolution through HDMI and
SDI inputs.

Simple Operation

The platform is easy even for
volunteers. Start streaming and
playback with just a few clicks.

End-To-End Video Resiliency
The platform can overcome
internet bottlenecks with
zero video loss for
uninterrupted playback.

Weekend Phone Support

Our support engineers are
available if your team needs help,
even on Sunday mornings.

Also streams high-quality video to social platforms!

Live/DVR/Simulated Playback
Pause and play live video as
needed. Play synchronized
content later through simulated
live playback.

Priced for Non-Profits

Our hardware cost defies market
expectations. We keep it low to
accomplish a common mission.

“Before we switched to Living As One, every single week we were having buffering
issues, and the stream would drop out. One week our senior pastor was trying
to watch from out of town, and he had such a terrible experience. That week we
changed our church online streaming to Living As One and haven’t looked back.
LA1 has been a world class experience for the online community, and they even
were commenting that first week on how much better the quality was - it was crazy!”
– Alex Cvitanovic, Production Director, Church of the King

“Living As One has been a game-changer for Churchome. It sounds funny, but we can literally
sleep on Saturday night knowing that things are going to work without a hitch for our Sunday
services. With the Web Platform, we have been able to venture into the live streaming space
knowing that we will not have any chance of failure.
It’s easy to setup live stream events with custom links and it’s not laborious management
process for our production team. We are excited to do way more with live streaming on our
newly launched Churchome Global mobile app now that we have an incredibly reliable and
stable platform to partner with. It’s been an AMAZING experience and partnership for us.”
– Justin Isenhart, Director of Support, Churchome

Always the Best Quality
Along with providing full resiliency, the Web Platform
includes cloud transcoding, conserving bandwidth
at the broadcast site. On the audience side, smooth
streaming is reinforced by adaptive bitrate streaming
(ABS), which dynamically selects a bitrate depending
on available bandwidth and processing power.

Schedule a Live Demo
livingasone.com/demo

